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In our day-to-day lives, we often see men with odd sized bodies. Well do not take us wrong, odd
sized men means tall, short, heavy, huge, fat, slim or combination of some of these. God has
created all of us with our own unique body shapes and sizes. The majority of us are categorized in
small, medium and large body sizes. However, there are innumerable people out there who do not
fall in these categories. Now the problem is that the oversized people often have the problems of not
finding clothing items of right size. If they some how succeed in finding a dress shirt of their size,
they will not find a style, color or fabric of their choice.

If we go deep in every manâ€™s body size, we will find that no one of us accurately fits on the
readymade shirts. Some have long arms, small neck while others are fat with small arms. All these
conditions make us impossible to accurately fit in a readymade dress shirt.  However, here we are
talking about the oversized people and their guide to get a dress shirt of their right size in the style,
color and fabric of their choice.

Rise of Custom Dress Shirts

In past some years, the concept of readymade shirts start vanishing as men started to opt for dress
shirt with different styles and fittings. In olden days, men feel contended with a shirt of simple design
and a loose fitting, giving them a sloppy look. However, now men have realized that what gives
them sloppy look and now they are in the search of dress shirts that give them killer looks and set
them apart from the crowd. Custom dress shirt have fulfilled the dreams of man of today, by offering
dress shirts with full customization, styling and fitting options.

Tall men

Tall men generally find it extremely difficult to find a dress shirt that can reach to their wrists as they
have long arms, broad shoulders and overall long sized body. In local garment shops, they almost
never find a dress shirt with XXXL or XXXXL size. Even made to measure dress shirts do not
exceptionally fits on them as they have pre cut fabric patterns.  The only solution for tall men is to
buy a custom dress shirt. Custom dress shirt makers do not have pre cut fabric pieces, they have
whole bundles of fabrics and stitch a dress shirt from scratch.

When a user orders a shirt and provides full measurements, the professionally trained tailors draw a
sketch on paper, cut the fabric according the size of sketch and measurements and then stitch the
shirt. This removes all the possibilities of a shirt being long, short, tight or loose to wearer. No matter
how tall you are, you can easily have a custom dress shirt of your exact size. Besides, the fabric,
style and color will also be of your own choice.

Big men

Big means men with huge body stature, they will be obviously tall but will also be fat. Every limb of
their body is of extra size. These men never find a dress shirt of their size. Custom dress shirts are
the only salvation for these men as they can get what they want. For an exact fitting custom dress
shirt, the big men would have to carefully take the measurements of all their body parts. This will be
possible with the help of another man, as one cannot take his own measurements.

After carefully measuring your sleeve length, wrist size, bicep size, base length, shoulder width and
length, chest size, waist size and other specific measurements, submit them to custom dress shirt
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makers and if you have any particular request, query or information about the size of your dress
shirt, do not forget to mention that. if you are going to order more than one dress shirts then first
give a sample order and check it. When you feel contended with the fitting and style then order the
rest of the shirts.
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